A Smile On Every Day
for Voice and Ukulele

\[=110\]

\[C\quad Am\quad F\quad G\]

I'll never not be shy, Less a swan and more a klutz. But my

\[C\quad Am\quad F\quad G\]

life is behind the scenes with a thousand paper cuts. So if you'd

\[C\quad Am\quad F\quad G\]

like to fix some slides For a girl who's quick to blush, Perhaps

\[C\quad Am\quad F\quad G\quad C\quad G\]

you'll find a queen of hearts to complete your royal flush. On this journey, on this quest,

\[G\quad Am\quad F\quad C\quad G\]

I know you'll help me be my best. As I breathe and make believe That
may be things will be okay, in you I see a smile on every day.

You'll meet me at the fair under colored lights. I'll bring two types of chips for your Monday nights. The birds we watch will sing their own musical themes. We'll share little know facts and our impossible dreams. In rain or better weather, we'll be ourselves together. On this journey, on this quest, we'll help each other be our best. As we breathe and both believe in each other and that we've got each other, we get each other, and nothing's in our way, there's
D/A  A   D  A   D
pro-mise for a smile on every day.
On this journey, on this quest,

A   Bm  G  D  A

We'll help each other be our best. As we breathe and both believe in each
Bm  G  D  A

other and that we've got each other, we get each other, and nothing's in our way,

D/A  A   G  F#mEm  D

I promise to bring you a smile on every day.